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Making the HelpDesk a Security Asset.

The help desk is often quoted as a vulnerable point for social engineering attacks. A social engineer is a con man. He or she is someone who wants to take advantage of a person’s helpfulness and use it to advance his strategy. The goal of the strategy is to get enough information to compromise a company’s network. So most of the time the final goal of the social engineer is to get a user name and password for general network authentication of a specific network service. The attacks are used both against the help desk or on other employees who are told the helpdesk needs some information. At the same time, the helpdesk is a key area to preventing security incidents (for both Social Engineering and monitoring security policy). It is also crucial in collecting the evidence of a security incident. What steps can be taken to make the helpdesk a security asset?

- Establish Call Logging
- Set Levels of Authentication
- Communicate Helpdesk’s Role in Software Updates
- Evaluate Results

Establish Call Logging

How may I help you?

I worked in telephone technical support for network backup software for 3 years. Everything I did with the customer was documented in a helpdesk database. This is a normal procedure for call centers and helpdesks for the following reasons:

1) It establishes a record of what happened.
2) It documents employee and customer comments.
3) If a call needs to be escalated to higher levels, the higher ups can read the record.
4) The record can serve as evidence when problems arise.

The call database can be just as important as server logs. In many cases it proved when customers were misinformed or misunderstood the information. As an example, we would have customers whose servers could not be restored. The customer would state that he was never told to apply certain patches. A review of the records would demonstrate otherwise. In the same way a helpdesk needs to collect evidence about the call and make it available to the security team.

So first if you are just establishing a helpdesk, a helpdesk / call center database is one of the most important tools for tracking internal IT issues. If you already
have an established helpdesk database, what can be done in addition to improve security?

**Warning, Danger Will Robinson !!**

Add a field to the database record which flags the call as a security alert. Do this to set the call apart from other “Normal” calls. An example could be a check box menu (so all applicable situations can be checked) with the following choices:

- **Normal**
- **Unauthenticated**
- **Policy Violation**
- **Password Issue**
- **Odd/Other**

Each item should be supported with a short clear policy to give the helpdesk guidance on what would qualify as a security problem.

- **Normal** - an issue where the caller is verified to be an employee, follows policy, did not ask for a password change, and generally the issue was executed standard procedure. Over 90% of issues open are expected to be “Normal”.

- **Unauthenticated** - an issue in which the helpdesk does not have a way to verify if the caller was an actual employee of this company.

- **Policy Violation** - when a caller is unwilling to follow a security policy. For example, you notice that a mobile user is behind on a security patch and is unwilling to add the patch. Since the user is unwilling to follow the policy, check this box.

- **Password Issue** - under normal conditions, each user is automatically warned about password expiration and a method to change passwords is provided to each user. Check this when a user calls for a change in a password.

- **Odd/Other** - a broad category. It is used at the helpdesk’s discretion. It is to be marked when something does not seem right.

Example: A caller is avoiding authentication and asks questions about the network. Why would the caller avoid authentication? Why would the caller ask about the network?
Example: A caller tries to pressure the helpdesk to let a policy violation slide or work on a password issue NOW!! Both are known tricks of Social Engineers (usually unauthenticated), hence it would be unusual.

When a flag, other then Normal, is checked, an alert is sent to the security team the same way a server log monitor would send an alert. A security team member can review the information. If needed, the security team can audit the callers account and current activity. The security team can collect information to decide if the employee needs retraining or if an outside force is trying to social engineer. If this is a social engineering attempt, this record from the database can be used as evidence. With the addition of this field, the helpdesk caller database becomes a powerful tool to monitor and evaluate security policy. Without the extra field, this would just be another helpdesk call archived for eternity.

**Use phones designed for call centers.**

When I was in technical support, we used phones from Aspect. A great feature was the “emergency” button. Press the button, and it would record the phone call. When the call was completed, the system would forward the recorded call to a designated phone. The assigned phone was normally a manager. The manager could listen to the call. In many cases we used this for customers who lost their temper. The manager would hear the recording of the screaming customer and how the technician handled the caller. In some cases when the manager would call the customer back, he would ask the customer what had brought him to screaming. Sometimes the customers said they did not scream. The playback of the call would prove otherwise. After the playback, the customer usually would be sent to another tech to continue to troubleshoot the issue and the customer would keep control of his temper since he knows he will be recorded. The same feature should be used for the helpdesk. Social Engineers may use many odd tricks, may yell, may cry, anything to persuade the helpdesk to not follow policy. So if a helpdesk technician gets a call that tries to get him/her to change a password without authentication, or break some other policy, the call can be recorded. Then this provides a defense for the helpdesk in two different ways.

1) If this is a real employee (manager or otherwise) the recording will prove the helpdesk followed policy and was right to defend the company by following policy.
2) If this is a social engineer, the recording is evidence for identifying and prosecuting the social engineer.

To make the greatest use of this feature, train the helpdesk on how a social engineer may try to manipulate information. Various scenarios have been outlined in other papers and books as to what a social engineer may ask and what types of con games he/she may play. Use those resources as training
material. So now, the helpdesk staff will know of what situations to be aware and what to do when they may encounter a social engineer.

To make this strategy even more powerful, make sure the phone calls to the helpdesk begin with a standardized message that conversations may be monitored and recorded for quality assurance. This places a warning to the caller that evidence may be collected and reviewed. Many social engineers feel an elevation in their risk of being caught when they hear this kind of message. The famous social engineer Kevin Mitnick stated, “Proactively recording calls could increase security as well ... The 'monitoring this call for quality assurance' is really a deterrent because you don't know whether they are listening to you.”

So by adding the message you give the possible attacker a warning. By training the helpdesk technicians on the techniques of social engineering you create awareness of the methods of attackers on incoming calls. With the message recording and forwarding you have a way to collect the evidence of the attack and notify management.

**Set Levels of Authentication**

Ronald Reagan had a good slogan for security during the 1980’s. “Trust, but verify”.

When papers on Social Engineering are written, the papers usually make a case that the Social Engineer exploits trust. Since that concept has been established by so many papers then it would make sense that to secure a helpdesk from a Social Engineer, the element of exploitable trust needs to be removed.

To remove the amount of trust from the helpdesk, make a policy of authenticating the identity of the caller before help is given. This can be a tricky task. Ask for too little information and the helpdesk can still be exploited. Ask for too much information and the helpdesk becomes politically unpopular and employees treat it like an interrogation. Also evaluate the levels of authentication to be placed on internal calls versus calls from the remote users. When a policy is made, the practice of “defense in depth” needs to be applied. Just like a company should not rely solely on a firewall to protect a network, the helpdesk should not just rely on one basic method for verifying callers. Several levels of protection, each with an alert level, need to be in place to help in catching social engineering.

**Internal Authentication**

Many businesses do not have good physical security. Any determined individual can walk into a business usually with the help of other employees. Take as an example, if the restrooms are in the hallway of a multi-business building, someone can just be washing his hands at the sink and when someone is
leaving the restroom, the social engineer can follow him in out of the restroom and right into the office. Even with an access card, the real employee will open the door and walk in to the office and not even notice the social engineer behind him grabbing the door at the last minute, open it, and walk in as if he is just another employee. With this threat, internal authentication should be established.

One place to start with internal authentication to the helpdesk, is use make all telephones only accessible by a password. This was also a feature we had with Aspect phones. We could use any phone, but we had to login to use it. The phone system would then record from which location we were using the phone. With this feature, it would now require the social engineer to ask someone what the password is for a phone. If someone does not know the password, the person should be told to talk to his manager. Any manager should verify the person inquiring about the phone password. All but the boldest social engineers will walk away from this situation.

Another level of authentication is to check where this call is coming from. Most internal employees have an office or cubical in which they only need help for the machines within that work space. So it makes sense most employees will place a call for help regarding their computer from the phone assigned within their cubical or office. This approach may need some flexible planning applied to those who may be in charge of machines in different locations. But if this can be planned and applied to 80% of the internal users, then it increases the amount of research the social engineer has to do to be successful in manipulating the company. As an example, if the call source is from the copier room, then the helpdesk is alerted by this information. When the helpdesk receives the call they can proceed with the call to see if it is an innocent incident (the copier broke) or if the call proceeds to a trouble shooting issue. If the call is proceeding as if it were a troubleshooting issue, the helpdesk can call the building security or a manger to identify the person. Since it is unusual for a person to request help on the machine which is not in their workspace, an authority needs to check out the situation to see what has made this unusual. If a social engineer was able to sneak in, this intruder would need to know the policy of calling from the authorized phone and know the phone login number. If all employees have not put this information in public view (post-it note in cubical) it would be difficult for the Social Engineer to succeed.

In the book InsideInternetSecurity (What Hackers Don't Want You To Know) Author Jeff Crume offers a scenario in which someone may try to get around the above policy. A person calls a sales department, to which the callers wastes some time and then asks to be forwarded to the helpdesk. The helpdesk sees the call as coming from the sales department. Then proceeds as normal thinking this call was from sales.

To prevent this, make both a written policy and a phone policy. The written policy is that any phone call to the helpdesk needs to be a direct call. Explain that this is to assure that the helpdesk can get accurate information to allow them to do their
job. Then in the phone routing, make any forwarded call to the helpdesk route to the front desk. The front desk personnel will explain that any call to the helpdesk needs to be a direct call. If the person complains, let them know they will need to talk with their manager. This again will discourage a social engineer. Since forwarding calls is normally a feature to help customers reach other employees, and customers do not need to reach the company helpdesk, this policy should not cause problems with the image of the company's service to their customer base. Another way to authenticate a person before the helpdesk gets involved, is to have a helpdesk request internal web site. A domain name like helpdesk.ourcompanydomain.com. This web site is only available to users who authenticated to the network (such as an NT domain or an LDAP directory server). It can also check a certificate to verify that the request is coming from a specific machine. Then when the helpdesk web page appears, it asks for an employee id #. Now just like the phones, it checks that this is someone within the network, it checks the that the employee ID # is matched to the correct machine in which the request is made. (Just like the phone call should come from the employee whose employee ID # matches the phone number above). When all the items are correct, the helpdesk gets notified about the helpdesk issue and they can reply appropriately.

What both of the above methods do is qualify the caller before the helpdesk gets involved. Since a social engineer normally takes advantage of a person’s ability to decide, the above methods remove most of the decision making. At worst case, the above methods make unauthenticated calling a difficult task.

External Authentication

External Authentication to the helpdesk is defined as anyone who is working outside of the physical company buildings. This will include sales people, field engineers, and executives on travel. External Authentication can be both complicated and problematic when all the pieces to assuring identity are not in place. Since most users who travel are at the mercy of the available technology and infrastructure, plans to authenticate remote users need to be planned to cover different scenarios. To make the plan easier, start with a overall policy for external users to reach the helpdesk and then write exceptions for specific situations.

To cover all the normal situations, have remote employees use an IPSEC VPN to authenticate to the company network. Then access the helpdesk via the helpdesk web site as stated in the internal authentication. To make the ability to access the company network even more difficult, use token access such as a Rainbow Ikey token and the network password. A token is a physical object that may hold a piece of information to assure that the holder of the object and the right password must be the correct person to allow access. This is also known as 2 factor authentication. This way any intruder would need to get the token, the
laptop, and crack the password to get access to the network and the employee ID number to verify that the other information is correct.

But what if…

What should happen if something is stolen? How can we adapt, and still maintain security?

If the laptop was stolen, but not the token, then the VPN access would not be accessible by the thief. But if the laptop and the token were stolen, then the helpdesk should have a number to call for this situation. When a call comes in, the caller can be authenticated by name, employee number, manager name and the hotel phone number to be reached. Then the helpdesk can check the manager’s name in the company LDAP server of e-mail server address book. Then call the manager to verify that this employee is in the named location. This will verify that the person who called knows the company structure (at least the manager above him), the manager confirms that the person is in the location he claims to be, and a call back to the hotel will complete the process. If the caller needs new hardware to finish his task, then the new hardware (if available) will be shipped to the nearest FedEx or UPS in a “hold for pickup”. This way the shipping service will ask for ID before turning over the inventory. These steps are to prevent some outside person from calling and claiming to be an employee who lost hardware, but in reality, is a con-man looking to get free hardware.

If the hardware is not stolen, but the employee forgot his password to the VPN, the following steps would be taken to resetting the password. Many e-mail programs use profiles. As an example the E-mail program Outlook can be set for more then one profile. By default the security team can make the users Outlook install with 2 profiles.

1) The normal profile which will access the network. This is the profile the employee will use for normal work.

2) This profile is for external uses to communicate to the helpdesk. It will access a basic smtp-imap server.

The user will login with profile 2). Write a message describing the problem with password and request to change the password. PGP is also installed on this machine. He/she will also leave a phone number to be called. The user will sign his e-mail with the PGP private key (which is kept on his token) and encrypt the e-mail with the company’s public key. When the helpdesk gets the e-mail, they will decrypt the e-mail with the company’s private key and verify the e-mail with the user’s public key. Upon success, it would be reasonable that the user is who he/she claims to be. So the password change can be made and then the e-mail with the new password will be encrypted with the user’s public key and e-mailed to the imap server. Then the helpdesk will call the user to let him/her know the change has been made. The user will open Outlook again in profile 2 and decrypt the e-mail and get the password.
If the user has the laptop, but not the token, then he can call the helpdesk and use the same method to verify himself as if the laptop were stolen. Then upon verification from a manager, the helpdesk can instruct the caller to use profiles for the VPN. Many VPN clients also have profiles set just like Outlook does for email. So the user is instructed to use profile 2 and asked what he/she will need to access. Then the helpdesk calls the security team to let them know that someone is going to use VPN profile 2. The helpdesk tells them the server(s) the user wants to get to and asks the security team what his logon and password will be (Profile 2 password access is changed every day). The user will use the new password, and the security team will monitor the traffic coming from the profile 2 VPN. If the traffic is what the user claimed, then as soon as the connection is terminated, the VPN password is changed. If the traffic shows and attack or some kind of mischief, then the connection is terminated, the password is changed and a call is placed with the helpdesk to deny any more help to this user until his manager calls back and the security team also calls back.

What if the user calls the helpdesk and claims to not have Internet access. Then basic authentication with name, employee # and manager would be fine. But the helpdesk needs to be aware that they should only talk about application and os related problems. Conversations about the company’s network and Internet related or password related items should be treated with suspicion. Really, why is the caller interested in password related conversation when they currently do not have Internet access?

All of the items are a rough policy to handling external authentication. External authentication is difficult since mobile users and the managers above them want flexibility and the reality of external conditions are out of the control of the company. A security policy can be flexible provided the overall goal is “can I reasonably trust that you are who you say you are”. Each authentication method will have a consideration in cost, training, and the political climate in the organization. But if the above steps are taken, it should weed out all but the most crafty and well resourced of Social Engineers.

Communicate Helpdesk’s Role in Software Updates.

The helpdesk has direct communication with the company’s employees. They can be used to monitor and catch security issues. A large issue to address is what is the role for the helpdesk for software updates. In most organizations, it is reasonable for the helpdesk to state minimum patch levels and specific patches, but the installation of the patches are to be done without the user giving his/her password.

Are you sure you are on the right patch level?

When I was in technical support, it was standard procedure to check OS version and Service Pack level, hardware, and in my case SCSI drivers (backup software uses SCSI tape drives) as standard operating procedure. It did not matter that
the customer thought if it was relevant or not. It was always relevant to us. And
guess what? Many times when the customer did not think the information was
relevant, it actually was. A SCSI driver needed to be updated, Service Pack
applied, or tape drive firmware upgraded. All the information leads to a clearer
picture. The helpdesk and security team can help each other with this same
mindset. The security team should outline the current patches and configuration
the users should be on. As part of troubleshooting a machine, especially mobile
users, the patches and configuration should be checked and documented. If
something is not correct and the user does not comply with changing it, then the
database field can be marked with “Policy Violation” and this now becomes a
security issue. This will give the security team the ability to check the issue for
either an update of the security configuration and patches outline, or to discuss
the issue with management.

Companies should also be using Asset Management software. This is software
which collects information about all client access machines. This information is
normally installed software, patch levels, and hardware.
The helpdesk should have the asset management reports for each machine
available to them. This way they can evaluate if the information given to them by
the caller is the same as what is on the asset management report. This provides
the following:
1) The helpdesk can use the report as a troubleshooting tool for problems.
2) The report can be used to verify if the caller is giving accurate information.
3) If the information is not accurate between the caller and the report, this can
indicate that either the asset management software needs to be evaluated for
problems or a social engineer may be on the phone. Either way, it has now
become a good way to audit potential problems.

Are you sure you need to login to my machine?

Many papers on Social Engineering will use an example of a helpdesk call to a
random person in the company stating,

“Hi I am Joe from the helpdesk. I need to login to your machine to install a
patch.
What is your user name and password?”

This is where communication is important in a company. All users in the
company should know that patches in the company are installed remotely without
need of giving a password to the helpdesk. Some company’s have software to
install patches during network login (such features are included with asset
management software). Others have software that logs into a directory service
and installs software while everyone is at home. Other software updates itself in
an automated fashion (Anti-virus programs are known for this). However the
company distributes it’s software, every employee needs to whole-heartedly
grasp, “no one needs your password but you”. When everyone understands this,
the company will benefit from having users who are wary of “calls from the helpdesk”.

To strengthen the resistance to a social engineer, the employee can ask the caller for his name and direct extension to call him/her back. If the caller is willing to do so, call back to the helpdesk and ask if this person and extension called. This will establish if the call is legitimate or not. If not, then the call can be marked as an “Odd\Other” type of call by the helpdesk.

**Evaluate results**

**Review the call database and the phone log**
All of the data collected in the database and full features of the call center style phone would go to waste if a review of the information did not take place. Have someone review if the helpdesk is typing complete information (this is a combined IT/Security task). Since the helpdesk has a field in the database to separate the “normal” calls and the “security related” calls, the security team should examine the number and types of security alerts. What are the most common types of security related calls? Are people having a lot of password or access related calls? How were the people authenticated before the details of the call happened? Questions like these mentioned can give insight as to the need for training or communicating how to keep good passwords. Review the phone logs to see if a large number of calls are coming from the same phone number or if a large amount are coming from outside the company. Just like with any server log, look to set a baseline pattern and then see if anything deviates from this pattern. It could also reveal Social Engineering attempts when someone calls different techs with a similar story and is looking for a password change or other information. The security team can use this information to determine if the FBI needs to get involved and can use the information as evidence if the need arises.

The helpdesk is a vital part of the company who wants to get the most out of it’s IT assets. It also is a rich resource for implementing and evaluating the security of a company. With well thought out policy, a good helpdesk database, well entered data and constant evaluation, the risk of social engineering security incidents against the helpdesk can be readily managed. When you can manage the attacks, the risk against the company should go down and the risk of the social engineer being caught should go up.
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